
Frozen Lemon
Specifications :

Price Contact us

Place of Origin China

Min.Order Quantity 100

Payment Terms T/T,L/C,D/P

Supply Ability 10000

Delivery Detail 3days-7days

Detail Introduction :
product name:lemon/ Fresh lemon
Color: Yellow, light green
Taste: Sour
Type of cultivation: common
Origin: Sichuan, China
Packaging and quantity:
15kg carton/ 40'RH: 1700 cartons
18kg carton/ 40'RH
Standard sizes:75,88,100,113,125,138
net weight:10kg / 15kg carton
port of loading: Shenzhen port, China
Supply period: From September to the next May
Shelf life:6-8 months.
delivery time: Within ten days after order confirmation
DESCRIPTION
With selected fresh and safe raw materials, processed in our reliable factories, supervised by our QC
group, so our products are enjoying very good reputations among our respectful clients from many
different countries.
Taste: Acid
Warmth: Cool
Type: Tropical and Subtropical Fruits
Style: Whole
Transport Package: Carton
Do lemons go bad if frozen?
Properly stored, they will maintain the best quality for about 3 to 4 months but will remain safe
beyond that time. The freezer time shown is for best quality only - lemons that have been kept
constantly frozen at 0° F will keep safe indefinitely.
Why should you always freeze your lemons?
People do often use cooked lemon rinds in cakes and muffins, but the cooking process can cause the
lemon to lose up to 40 percent of its properties. Freezing the lemon ensures that all of the best
lemons have to offer is conserved, plus lemon ice cubes taste pretty good.
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How do you defrost frozen lemons?
To thaw, microwave for a few seconds, or place the lemons in cold water for 10 to 15 minutes. Slice
the lemon and juice. To freeze whole lemons that you've grated the zest from, wrap them in plastic
wrap or aluminum foil to prevent drying out.
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